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Statistical mechanics of RNA folding: Importance of alphabet size

Ranjan Mukhopadhyay, Eldon Emberly,* Chao Tang, and Ned S. Wingreen
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~Received 2 August 2002; revised manuscript received 6 June 2003; published 7 October 2003!

We construct a base-stacking model of RNA secondary-structure formation and use it to study the mapping
from sequence to structure. There are strong, qualitative differences between two-letter and four- or six-letter
alphabets. With only two kinds of bases, most sequences have many alternative folding configurations and are
consequently thermally unstable. Stable ground states are found only for a small set of structures of high
designability, i.e., total number of associated sequences. In contrast, sequences made from four bases, as found
in nature, or six bases have far fewer competing folding configurations, resulting in a much greater average
stability of the ground state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RNA plays a central role in molecular biology. In additio
to transmitting genetic information from DNA to protein
RNA molecules participate actively in a variety of cellul
processes@1#. Examples are found in translation~rRNA,
tRNA, and tmRNA!, editing of mRNA, intracellular protein
targeting, nuclear splicing of pre-mRNA, an
X-chromosome inactivation. The RNA molecules involv
in these processes do not code for proteins but act as f
tional products in their own right. In addition, RNA mo
ecules preparedin vitro can be selected to bind to specifi
molecules such as ATP@2#. In all these cases, the informatio
encoded in the sequence of nucleotide bases of each
molecule determines its functional three-dimensional str
ture. The nucleotide sequence is a kind of genotype,
hereditary information, while the folded three-dimension
structure represents phenotype, the physical characteri
on which natural selection operates. The mapping fr
genotype to phenotype bears on how biological syste
evolve, and RNA folding probably constitutes the simple
example of this mapping@3#. Since early life is believed to
have been RNA based@1#, RNA folding can provide us with
important clues about early life and evolution.

RNA is a polynucleotide chain consisting of the fo
bases: A, U, G, and C. Complementary base pairs~A-U and
G-C! can stack to form ‘‘stems’’ which are helical segmen
similar to the double helix of DNA. These helices, call
secondary structures, are generally arranged in a th
dimensional tertiary structure, stabilized by the much wea
interactions between the helices. Representations of sec
ary structures are shown in Fig. 1. The energy contributi
of secondary and tertiary structures are hierarchical@4#, with
secondary structures largely determining tertiary foldin
Secondary structure is frequently conserved in evolution,
structural homology has been used successfully to pre
function @5#.

In this paper, we investigate the role of alphabet size
the statistical mechanics and selection of RNA second
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structures. We find pronounced differences between t
letter and four- or six-letter alphabets. For sequences c
structed with two types of bases, only a small fraction
sequences have thermodynamically stable ground-state s
tures; these structures are also highly designable, i.e., ha
large number of associated sequences. Four- and six-l
sequences are much more stable on average, but exhib
strong correlation between designability and thermodyna
stability. We trace this difference to the greater likelihood
competing, alternatively paired configurations when a tw
letter alphabet is used.

For RNA, there already exist algorithms that predict se
ondary structures@6,7#. These algorithms are intended to a
ply to real RNA and, consequently, involve a large number
parameters for the different pairing and stacking combi
tions. Using one of these algorithms, Fontanaet al. @8# found
a broad distribution of designabilities, i.e., number of s
quences per structure, after structures were grouped by
pology. In this paper, we present, instead, a much sim
model for RNA secondary structure designed to elucidate
role of alphabet size.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
present a base-stacking model for RNA secondary struc
and outline the recursive algorithm used to compute the p
tition function and ground-state structure. In Sec. III, we e
ploy our model to analyze the stability of folded structure
We find a significant difference in stability between tw
letter and four- or six-letter sequences due to the gre
likelihood of alternative folds in the two-letter case. As

er

FIG. 1. Representations of RNA secondary structures:~a!
flattened-helix diagram of a 16-base structure, and~b! rainbow dia-
gram of the same structure. The restriction that arches do not c
in the rainbow diagram implies the absence of pseudoknots.
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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consequence of these alternative folds, in the two-letter c
stability correlates with designability, i.e., total number
sequences associated with a structure. In addition, we
that RNA sequences folding to a given structure form a p
colating neutral network. Finally, in Sec. IV, we summari
our main conclusions.

II. BASE-STACKING MODEL

We introduce a base-stacking model for RNA seconda
structure formation. It is known that, within a stem of ba
pairs, the largest energy contribution is thestacking energy
between two adjacent base pairs~rather than the base-pairin
energy itself! and the total energy of the stem is the sum
stacking energies over all adjacent base pairs@4#. A single
stack (i ,i 11; j 21,j ) is defined as two adjacent nonoverla
ping base pairs (i , j ) and (i 11,j 21), where i 11, j 21.
For this stack (i ,i 11; j 21,j ) we assign an energy2Es if
( i , j ) and (i 11,j 21) are both complementary Watson-Cric
base pairs, and zero otherwise. We thus neglect differenc
energy between, for example,~A,A;U,U!, ~A,G;C,U!, and
~G,G;C,C! stacks. We also neglect energy contributions fro
isolated base pairs that are not part of a stack, and, co
quently, do not include isolated base pairs in the second
structure.

The largest entropic contribution to an RNA structu
comes from stretches of unpaired bases. We incorpora
simplified version of this polymer configurational entropy
our model by associatinga degrees of freedom with ever
unpaired base. Thus, the restricted partition function, co
sponding to all microstates compatible with a given seco
ary structure is

Zmicro5anu expFnsEs

kBT G , ~2.1!

wherenu is the number of unpaired bases,ns is the number
of stacks, andT is the temperature. The restricted free ene
is Fmicro52kBT ln Zmicro52Esns2kBTnu ln a.

In this model, since only complementary base pairs
participate in a stack, only a fraction of possible structu
are compatible with any given sequence. However, provi
the structure is compatible with the sequence, its restric
free energy is independent of the sequence.

The change in free energy due to the formation of
isolated stack is2Es14kBT ln a; the first term correspond
to the stacking energy and the second to the loss in confi
rational entropy~since four bases participate in the stac!.
For every additional adjacent stack the change in free en
is 2Es12kBTln a, since only two bases are added to t
stack. If, for example,Es,4kBT ln a but 2Es.6kBT ln a
~i.e., 3kBT ln a,Es,4kBT ln a), then formation of an iso-
lated stack would be unfavorable but formation of a segm
consisting of two or more adjacent stacks would be favo
by a net decrease in free energy. Thus, for an approp
choice of parameters, the model correctly provides a nu
ation cost to the formation of stems. For this paper
choose lna51.5 andEs55.5kBT, which are physically mo-
tivated and correspond to a nucleation cost for the forma
04190
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of an isolated stack, with a minimum of two adjacent stac
required to form a stable stem. Our results, however, do
depend sensitively on the choice of these parameters.

In the secondary structure, any two base pairs (i 1 , j 1) and
( i 2 , j 2), with i 1, i 2, are either nested (i 1, i 2, j 2, j 1) or
independent (i 1, j 1, i 2, j 2). Other possibilities correspon
to ‘‘pseudoknots,’’ which are energetically and kinetical
suppressed. It is customary to regard pseudoknots as pa
the tertiary structure, and we do not include them here.

In order to compute the ground-state structure and pa
tion function for a given sequence, we make use of the h
archical nature of secondary structures~due to the absence o
pseudoknots!. We use a recursive algorithm that is a gen
alization of the techniques described in Refs.@9# and @10#.
Consider the partition functionZi , j for a segment of base
from the positioni to j > i . The basej is either unpaired or
can be part of a stack (k,k11; j 21,j ) with kP$ i , . . . ,j
23%. ThusZi , j obeys

Zi , j5aZi , j 211(
k5 i

j 23

@Zi ,k21eEs /kBT

3Ps~k,k11; j 21,j !Ẑk12; j 22#, ~2.2!

where Ps(k,k11; j 21,j ) equals 1 if both (k, j ) and (k
11,j 21) are complementary base pairs, and equals 0 ot
wise; Zi ,i 21 is defined to equal 1. We have introducedẐi , j
which is the partition function for the segment with th
boundary condition that sitesi 21 and j 11 are paired, im-
plying an energy2Es for the formation of a bond betwee
the bases at sitesi and j. We thus require a second recursio
relation for Ẑ:

Ẑi , j5aZi , j 211eEs /kBTPb~ i , j !Ẑi 11,j 21

1 (
k5 i 11

j 23

@Zi ,k21eEs /kBTPs~k,k11; j 21,j !Ẑk12; j 22#,

~2.3!

wherePb( i , j ) equals 1 if (i , j ) are complementary base pai
and 0 otherwise. The partition functionZ1,N can be com-
puted recursively using Eqs.~2.2! and ~2.3! in O(N3) steps.
We use a similar recursive algorithm to compute the grou
state structureS1,N .

III. RESULTS

A. Dependence on alphabet size

We have employed our model to analyze the stability
folded structures corresponding to two-, four-, and six-let
sequences. The thermodynamic stability is defined as
probabilityPGS that the sequence will be found in the groun
state,PGS5e2FGS/kBT/Z, whereFGS is the free energy asso
ciated with the ground state. Figure 2 shows a histogram
stability for 40-nucleotide-long sequences with ground sta
containing 12–15 stacks@11#. We find four-letter sequence
considerably more stable on average than two-letter
quences.
4-2
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What is the origin of the difference in stabilities betwe
two-letter and four-letter RNA sequences? In order to
dress this question, we classify the excited-state structure
~i! those formed by breaking existing pairs, and~ii ! those
formed by repairing, i.e., by forming new pairs in addition
breaking existing pairs. Independent of alphabet size, all
quences folding into a given secondary structureS have the
same set of ‘‘pair-breaking’’ excited states. Thesequencede-
pendence of stability for a given ground-state structure
sults entirely from repairings.The crucial difference betwee
two-letter and four- letters sequences lies in the substanti
greater likelihood of repaired excited states for two-lett
sequences.This follows because the number of pairs one c
form in a random sequence of two letters is typically mu
larger than for a four- or six-letter sequence of the sa
length. For example, for a random four-letter sequence
lengthN, the probability of forming a stem involving sitesi
to i 1 l and j 2 l to j is lower by a factor of 2l as compared to
a random two-letter sequence of the same length. For
same reason, the fraction of sequences that have hi
stacked ground states is much greater for two-letter
quences than for four-letter sequences, and much greate
four than for six.

To demonstrate the importance of ‘‘repaired’’ excite
states, we first calculate a pair-breaking stabilityPmax
5e2FGS/kBT/Z, whereZ is a pair-breaking partition function
calculated by considering only pair-broken excited sta
Pmax gives us an upper bound to the true stability, i.e., pr
ability in ground state,PGS, which includes competition
from repaired states. In Fig. 3, we plot the true average
bility ^PGS& against the pair-breaking stabilityPmax for two-,
four-, and six-letter sequences. As expected, the average
bility is much closer to the maximum set by pair breaking
the case of four-letter sequences than in the case of two-l
sequences. Thus, structures constructed with four-letter
quences are typically much more than stable than those
structed with two letters, and six-letter sequences are t
cally more stable than four-letter ones. For foldingkinetics, it
is these same repaired states that act as kinetic traps. D
the lower likelihood of such states, we expect four- and s
letter sequences to typically fold faster than two-letter
quences.

FIG. 2. Histogram of stabilities for~a! 40-nucleotide-long two-
letter sequences, and~b! 40-nucleotide-long four-letter sequences
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B. Stability and designability

What determines the average stability^PGS& of two-letter
sequences? We have seen that for four- and six-letter
quences the average stability is close to the pair-break
stability which is determined largely by the number of ste
and loops. Insight into the stability of two-letter RNA se
quences comes from results in protein folding@12–17#.
Based on solvation models with differing hydrophobicities
amino acids, a principle of designability has emerged
protein folding. The designability of a structure is measur
by the number of sequences folding uniquely into that str
ture. A small class of protein structures emerges as be
highly designable; remarkably, the same class of structure
highly designable whether two or all 20 amino acid types
used@17#. In a wide range of protein models, sequences
sociated with highly designable structures are thermo
namically more stable@13,18# and fold faster than typica
sequences@15#. This connection between the designability
a structure and the stability of its associated sequence
referred to as the designability principle. The designabi
principle reflects a competition among structures. In sol
tion models, sequences will fold to structures which b
match their hydrophobic amino acids to buried sites in
structure~shielded from water!. Highly designable structure
are those with unusual patterns of surface exposure,
therefore few competitors. This lack of competitors also i
plies that the sequences folding to such structures are t
mally stable. We will now show that the designability prin
ciple also holds for two-letter RNA.

For two base types~say, A and U!, we enumerate all se
quences and structures of length 24. We find that secon
structures differ considerably in their designability; there a
highly designable structures which are ground states o
large number of sequences, and there are poorly design
structures which are ground states of only a few sequen
~cf. Fig. 4 inset!. In this respect, the results for two-lette
sequences are similar to those for protein models@13,14#.

FIG. 3. Average of actual probability in ground state vs upp
bound Pmax allowing only for breaking of base pairs, plotted fo
40-nucleotide sequences.1 ’s denote RNA sequences construct
from two types of bases,s ’s denote those constructed from fou
and3 ’s denote sequences constructed from six types of bases.
actual probability is averaged over sequences with the same
breaking stabilityPmax ~which is sequence independent!.
4-3
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However, the histogram is more noisy for RNA than it is f
proteins; so we plot the integrated distribution of designab
ties. The most designable structure consists of a stem w
hairpin loop and a dangling end. We have also studied lon
sequences of lengths 40 and 50, for which we sample
quence space. For 40-nucleotide sequences, the most de
able structures consist of a single hairpin loop and dang
ends; a number of double hairpin structures are also hig
designable~Fig. 5!. For sequences of length 50, double ha
pin structures emerge as the most designable. Finally,
find a pronounced correlation between designability and
bility of RNA structures. This is shown in Fig. 4@21# for
24-nucleotide sequences. Thus, two-letter RNA sequen
which fold into highly designable secondary structures
unusually thermally stable, verifying the designability pri
ciple.

In contrast, for four-letter sequences the range of des
abilities is narrower and there is only a weak correlat
between designability and stability, with highly stable s
quences existing for structures of both high and low desi
ability ~Fig. 6!. The results for six-letter sequences are sim
lar. We trace this difference between two- and four- or s
letter sequences to the likelihood of competing repai
states. For two-letter sequences, the correlation between
ignability and stability~as well as the nontrivial distribution
of designabilities! arises primarily from competing repaire

FIG. 4. Stability@20# vs designabilityNs ~in logarithmic scale!
for 24-base RNA sequences constructed with two types of base
the inset we plot fraction of compact structures@19# with design-
ability aboveNs vs Ns for two- and four-letter RNA sequences.

FIG. 5. A few highly designable structures for 40-nucleotid
long two-letter RNA sequences.
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states. Four- and six-letter sequences have far fewer com
ing repaired states, and hence do not demonstrate signifi
correlation between designability and stability.

C. Neutral networks

Finally we consider the ‘‘neutral network’’ of RNA se
quences which fold to a particular structure. The connectiv
within a network and the shortest distance between netwo
has drawn considerable attention with respect to the ev
ability of RNA structures@8,22#. In our model, the network
of sequences which fold to a particular structure is tru
‘‘neutral’’ in that all sequences have the same ground-s
free energyFGS, albeit with different stabilities because o
repairing. ~This contrasts with protein solvation models
which, independent of competing structures, there is ty
cally an energy hierarchy of sequences for each struct
determined by the match between hydrophobicity a
surface-exposure pattern@14#.! In our model, RNA se-
quences that fold to a given structure form, in general

FIG. 7. For some given 24-nucleotide two-letter sequences1,
we plot ~a! a histogram of the distances to all two-letter sequen
with the same ground-state structure, and~b! a histogram of the
distances to all two-letter sequences. Histogram~b! is independent
of the choice ofs1. Histogram~a! is also roughly independent o
sequences1, provided its ground-state structure is highly desig
able.

In

-

FIG. 6. Stability@20# vs designabilityNs ~in logarithmic scale!
for 24-base RNA sequences constructed with four types of ba
We find no significant correlation between designability and sta
ity for four-letter sequences.
4-4
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percolating and noncompact network in sequence space
particular, a histogram of the distances between seque
folding to the same highly designable structure is actua
broader than a histogram of the distances betweenall se-
quences~Fig. 7! @23#. In this respect, the RNA model differ
considerably from protein models.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, in this paper we developed and studie
minimalist base-stacking model of RNA secondary structu
We found that sequences constructed with four or six ty
of bases typically have fewer competing excited states, a
consequently, have greater ground-state stability, comp
to sequences constructed with two types of bases. At
same time, the fraction of sequences with highly stac
F
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,
.

M
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t
e
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ground states is much smaller for four-letter sequences
for two- and much smaller for six-letter than for four-lett
sequences. It is tempting to speculate that four-letter
quences optimizes the stability of structures while mainta
ing a reasonable probability that a random sequence f
into a highly stacked structure. If, as has been postula
early life was indeed RNA based and double-stranded D
came later in evolution, our observations might plausib
bear on nature’s choice of four-letter sequences for the
netic code.
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